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Gameplay

Hold the line as your booster rocket pushes you to increasingly insane speeds after every lap in this high speed, unforgivi
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This game is good as a prototype or as a proof of concept but it is very unpolished (even for a free to play mobile title). Some
problems I had with it: -no margin of error, I died within 2-3 seconds in on the first 30 races -don't expect a racing game, this is
more akin to Super Hexagon/Duet -there is a huge learning curve at the beginning and because scoring is still done like in a
racing game (points for positions) the game does not reward progress and improvement until the player is at least somewhat
competent. Moreover, racing is completely random, no matter the performance the final position always seems random -you
have to learn the tracks to be able to get any enjoyment out of this (e.g. not dying 2-3 seconds in) as it is impossible to avoid
oncoming obstacles based on pure reaction (after noticing them), player have to make evasive manouvers preemptively -menus
are hard to navigate (e.g it's hard to distinguish highlighted buttons), controller support is completely random in them
(sometimes only the mouse works.) +sense of speed is good. -=My new favorite game=- I like this game so much i just HAD to
write a review for it ( even though its in early access ) Its a really good game, i love the idea and i would love to meet the genius
who came up with this idea and shake their hand. There ARE a few things that do bug me though, and most of them are the
graphics and controls, here we go, 1. I would like it if you could change controls ( ie: i have a PS4 game controller and this game
works with it, but i want to change the left and right to L1 and R1 ) 2. The graphics are pretty good, though it would be better if
you could customise it a little bit more, say if one map is really laggy, I could turn down the graphics so that it would get better,
therefore creating a more fun experience for me and my friends 3. There aren't alot of people online to play Multiplayer and
alot of my friends live quite close to me and also play this game, I think it would be better for the game if you could implement
Local Multiplayer, again, therefore creating a better and more fun experience for me and my friends 4. I don't like loading times
and this game has possibly the fastest loading time yet! I can get straight into the action in around 2 seconds 5.. Racing on skis
with a rocket strapped to your back. What's not to like? The game's in very early access at my time of writing this, but it's
remarkably addictive. Quite simply, you have one task: steer. No need to accelerate, no need to brake, just steer. Easier said
than done when you're hurtling faster and faster around the track with every passing lap.. Certified fast. You will die. There are
no respawns. You will transcend all known forms of speed if you can survive more than three laps.. Id recommend it. Id say the
game is pretty fun. Its got that labor of love feeling that too many games nowadays are missing. Its similar to f zero speed. I look
forward to seeing it progress. Things I like: Its fast, its fun, the courses are challenging. The characters are nice looking. The
gameplay is balanced. Things I'd like to see improved: AI feels impossible to knock off or push around, and is on rails tied to
you and the track. Some variation in their play would be nice.. No need for words. Do you recognise the song in this video? if
yes buy game. If no, do you like speed? If yes buy game. buy game.. This game is cheeks. major booty-cheekage goin on in this
game.
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